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m
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1

Introduction

Within the final report of the first phase corridor study (completed in December 2014),
numerous projects have been incorporated by the Member States and other
stakeholders and were analysed by the consultants. However, this 2014 analysis
showed some important gaps of information (e.g. detailed contribution to dedicated
infrastructure parameters requested by Regulation (EU) 1315/2013). In addition,
many of the projects have progressed in the meantime; moreover, time and/or cost
figures might have changed. It is therefore necessary to update the project list and
add information that was missing so far. The first main goal of this task is therefore to
provide an updated and complete picture of the project situation on the corridor.
In doing so, it is evident that this picture must be consistent for all corridors. Only in
this case an overall view on the entire TEN-T network is possible. Thus, a procedure
designed to achieve a common methodical approach of all corridors has been
developed and implemented.
Main goals of this task are the further development of the project list included in the
corridor study developed in 2014 (Task 2a) and the development of an updated list of
projects per corridor (Task 2b). Regarding methodology and work flow these two tasks
were performed as an integral process covering three dimensions:
•

improve the data for existing projects,

•

add information of further parameters per project, and

•

add further projects, or delete projects, if necessary.

Basis for this task is a project data base including all relevant information for updating
and further development of the work plan. It is proposed to further develop the initial
data base structure used in the 2014-Study, as its structure covers several of the
items particularly requested and it furthermore had been already discussed and
agreed amongst several corridors during the first project phase.
This report is structured in the following chapters:
(1) the content and the structure of the current project list,
(2) the procedures for data gathering and
(3) a compilation of main results.
This description of all results is divided between this report (more statistical analyses,
overviews) and the report "Preliminary Report on all Elements of the Work Plan"
(content related results, contributions to KPIs), that is provided end of June 2016.
The results described in this report represent the status of 23 May 2016. In the scope
of the present contract it is foreseen to update the information by May 2017.
In addition to this report the database of projects – the Project List itself – and Project
Fiches – the formula type of presenting the content of the database - are provided to
the Commission as separate files.
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2 Methodology and structure of the project list
2.1 Background and objectives
In agreement with DG MOVE and accepted by the Corridor Forum a common approach
has been coordinated for the “project list” methodology across all nine core network
corridor studies. Main components are a common project database structure and
standardised project forms (“Project Fiches”) as a means of presenting and
communicating the information per project. For coordinating this process a working
group has been initiated by HaCon and involving the responsible Task 2 experts for all
corridors. This approach guarantees incorporation of all relevant information items and
a common understanding between all parties. The Task 2 working group meets
according to demand about once a month (web conferences) to discuss and coordinate
current issues of the project list. Figure 1 contains an overview on the working group
partners.
Figure 1: Task 2 Working group composition
Corridor

Project / Task 2 Lead Partner

Baltic-Adriatic

Tplan

North Sea-Baltic

Ernst&Young, HaCon

Mediterranean

PwC

Orient/East-Med

iC, PwC

Scandinavian-Mediterranean

KombiConsult, HaCon

Rhine-Alpine

HaCon

Atlantic

TIS, Ineco

North Sea- Mediterranean

Panteia

Rhine-Danube

iC, HaCon

Source: HaCon, Common “Project List” charts for 5th Corridor Fora, Sep/Oct 2015
Task 2 is closely connected to other tasks of the corridor studies. Regarding this initial
development phase this refers especially to the Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
framework (Task 1) that has to be considered in the project database structure. For
this reason there was an intensive knowledge exchange with the parallel working
group on KPIs.
The methodology and the data structure developed by the Task 2 working group have
been presented in all nine corridor forum meetings that took place in Brussels between
28 September and 02 October 2015. The feedback after the corridor fora has been
July 2016
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used to further develop the synchronised project list database structure that will be
one of the core elements for the update of the corridor work plans (Task 3).
Main objectives of Task 2 are the further development of the project list included in
the corridor study developed in 2014 (Task 2a) and the development of an updated
list of projects per corridor (Task 2b). Both tasks together shall facilitate an updated
and complete picture of the project situation on the corridor for all modes.
Within the final report of the first phase corridor study (December 2014), numerous
projects have been incorporated by the Member States and were analysed by the
consortium. However, this first phase analysis showed some important gaps of
information

(e.g.

detailed

contribution

to

dedicated

infrastructure

parameters

requested by Regulation (EU) 1315/2013). In addition, many of the projects have
progressed in the meantime; moreover, time and/or cost figures might have changed.
It is therefore necessary to update the project list and add information that was
missing so far. The main objective of Task 2 is to provide an updated and complete
picture of the project situation on the corridor.
Based on the update of the existing project list of the 2014 study (task 2a), the
project list shall be enriched by input from additional stakeholders. Furthermore, the
picture shall be completed by additional projects not provided by stakeholders but
necessary to fill remaining gaps between the current status of the corridor
infrastructure and the quantified parameters required by the TEN-T Regulation.

2.2 Approach and general methodology
As described before, this process in fact started already in 2014, with all studies
required to include a project list according to a common format. However in the
current study (2015-2017) it is necessary to expand the level of information collected,
so that it is then possible to achieve a clearer understanding of how different
measures relate to the TEN-T objectives. This also entails relating measures to the
pre-defined KPIs from Task 1. The method is an extension of the Excel project lists
developed in 2014.
The 2014 project list was limited to 11 information parameters per project:
•

ID (per corridor)

•

Transport mode

•

Location (Section or node name)

•

Scope (Studies or works or studies/works)

•

Description of the project

•

Project promoter

•

Timing

•

Costs

•

Financing sources

•

Critical issue

•

CEF pre-identified section

July 2016
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With this level of information, it is possible to see the scale of the project, the
scheduling, and also an overview which critical issues are being addressed. However,
there is insufficient information to make a more detailed assessment, or to connect
the objectives of the project to the achievement of TEN-T compliance. Furthermore,
each corridor made a separate list in 2014, and there was no common database,
meaning that different (overlapping) corridors might include inconsistent information.
Task 2 of the current study is now focused on a further development of the project list
with regard to
•

updating project information for the projects included,

•

extending the project list structure (Excel database) by more parameters, and

•

adding or deleting further projects relevant for the Corridor.

The new structure needs to take account of harmonised KPIs (from Task 1).
Upon finalisation, this project list will be the basis for subsequent analyses and 2016
work plan (Task 3 “Elements of the Work Plan” and Task 4 “Mapping of projects”).
Figure 2 contains an overview on the agreed process for the further development of
the project list.
Figure 2: Agreed process for further development of Project List

Elaborate database structure for
collection of project data

Harmonise database structure
across all corridors

Transfer project data from 2014 work
plan to agreed Excel data table

Check/Update 2014 project list

Elaborate updated project database

Project Fiches based on database
Source: HaCon, Common “Project List” charts for 5th Corridor Fora, Sep/Oct 2015
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The core element of Task 2 is the update/extension of project information in the
harmonised (Excel) database, and then to use this information to produce project
fiches for summarising and communicating the information per project. Each project
has a unique identification number (ID), and there should be a co-ordination of
responsibilities for data gathering in case of overlapping corridors and projects. Even
without overlaps, there may be dependencies between projects in different corridors,
so it is important that this information is accessible.
To update the list, it has been necessary to undertake bilateral coordination with
Member States and Infrastructure Managers. This concerns the validation of existing
information as well as the provision of new information for the additional data fields.
In addition it became obvious to agree upon a mechanism to share projects
information on sections and nodes where two or modes Core Network Corridors are
overlapping (“Shared Projects”). The diagram illustrates where those sections and
nodes are basically located.

July 2016
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Figure 3: Corridor Alignment and shared sections and nodes
NO

TurkuNaantali

SE

Oslo

Örebro Stockholm
(Hallsberg)

Kouvola FI

RU

KotkaHelsinki Hamina
NSB

Göteborg
Mjölby
København
Malmö

Taulov

Trelleborg

ScanMed Corridor
core node/section

DK
Rostock

Lübeck

Core node/section
shared with other CNC

OEM

Bremen

Hamburg

NSB, OEM

NSB, OEM

Section point

Berlin

Hannover

NSB, OEM

NSB, OEM

Other CNC:
BA
Baltic-Adriatic
Med Mediterranean
NSB North Sea-Baltic
OEM Orient/East-Med
RD
Rhine-Danube

Leipzig,
Halle

Würzburg

OEM

Nürnberg
RD

München

DE

RD

AT

Innsbruck
Verona

Bologna

La Spezia

BA, Med

Firenze

Pisa

IT

Med

Alignment according to EU-Regulation
1316/2013, Annex I, including core
nodes according to EU-Regulation
1315/2013, Annex II

Ancona

Livorno
Bari

Roma
Napoli

Taranto

Gioia Tauro
Palermo
Augusta
Valletta
Marsaxlokk MT

Source: KombiConsult, status: December 2014
Figure 4 shows the proposed layout for the project fiche that has been derived from
the layout of the CEF project sheets. To reflect on the comprehensive information
compiled in the project list, it has been designed as a 2-page document. The front
page will contain the project name/ID, key project data, the short project description
and a map indicating the project location. The second page will provide more detailed
information according to the agreed project list contents, namely: Scope of work,
Contribution to corridor objectives (KPI) and elimination of bottlenecks, project
July 2016
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maturity / implementation status and financing. The filling of the project fiches will be
done almost “automatically” from the project data base, as far as this is possible.
Figure 4: Proposed Project Fiche layout

Source: HaCon, April 2016

2.3

Database structure of the Project List

2.3.1 Coordination process for project list structure
A first proposal of the database structure was presented in the 6th Corridor Forum
meetings beginning of December 2015 and generally accepted by the Forum
participants. Based on the received stakeholder feedback, general recommendations
by the European Commission and internal re-evaluations by the stakeholders, further
modifications have been done coordinated within the Task 2 working group of all
corridor consortia. A main part of the modifications after the 6th CF meetings was
related to the integration of KPIs (see also subsequent chapter 2.3.2).
2.3.2 Transfer of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
A common approach regarding the “KPI framework” has been tackled by a dedicated
working group and described in a common document. As stated, Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) are being used within the 2015-17 core network corridor (CNC)
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studies to assess and monitor the evolution of the corridors and the potential effects
of individual projects or groups of projects upon infrastructure interoperability and
performance. A common, ‘generic’ KPI framework has been developed for all nine
corridors, in order to permit comparability across the whole network.
The document includes a set of generic KPIs on supply-side characteristics,
distinguished by mode (Rail, Inland waterways, Road, Airport, Seaport, Inland port,
Rail Road Terminal (RRT)). These generic supply-side KPIs are also used for the
assessment of projects and therefore have been transferred to the project list
structure with the following exception:
‘Availability of at least one terminal open to all operators in a non-discriminatory way
and application of transparent, relevant and fair charges’ (KPI for Airport, Seaport,
Inland port, Rail Road Terminal)
This KPI is no infrastructure parameter. However, the non-discriminatory access
should be a pre-condition for each project to receive CEF funding. The assessment if
this requirement is fulfilled will be in the responsibility of INEA in the course of the
application process. Therefore, it is not seen as a parameter to be assessed for each
project. However, if a project enables the non-discriminatory access to one of the
listed infrastructure, this should be indicated in the project description.
2.3.3 Consolidated project list structure
The final database structure of the project list – as confirmed by the Commission in
the coordination meeting with all consortia leaders in Brussels on 14.01.2016 contains parameters regarding the following information clusters (see also Figure 5):
•

Information source(s) / Responsibilities for data gather gathering

•

Project identification / category

•

Geographical scope

•

Project description / Scope of work

•

Contribution to corridor objectives (Input from Task 1 “KPI framework”)

•

Project status / maturity

•

Project costs / financing

•

Remarks

July 2016
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Figure 5: Project list information clusters confirmed by DG MOVE

Source: HaCon, January 2016
The glossary of the final project list structure is added as Annex 1 to this report. It
explains all information items in detail and provides for clarification on how to
complete the respective fields of information, e.g. when specific wording or marking is
to be used for classification, when figures are needed or free text is possible.
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3 Procedure for updating the Project List
3.1 Update and feedback procedure
The update and feedback procedure agreed upon was applied to all corridors. It
basically consisted of country specific teams to coordinate data gathering and to
ensure consistency of information for the same project. The allocation of countries to
the respective consultants was made by respective country-specific expertise and
connection the Member States representatives and to the main stakeholders.
The responsible consultants sent out pre-filled project lists to Member States and
Stakeholders, requesting to check and to complete the data. This basis procedure was
supplemented by interviews with experts from member States/Stakeholders.
Continuous information and feedback circles between consultant partners, Commission
and stakeholders (incl. Member states) were applied, if needed.
By this procedure it is ensured that the project list contains all available, updated
information, consistent and coordinated between all corridors and Corridor Forum
participants.
The compilation of project data comprises the following steps and sources of
information:
•

First filling of project list with project data from agreed data sources:
o

2014-Studies, Annex III List of Projects

o

2014-CEF Transport Call for Proposals - Results with three levels:
projects which are:


positively evaluated and recommended for funding;



positively evaluated, “not been retained for funding due to
budgetary constraints despite overall good contribution to the
Call objectives”;



negatively evaluated: “not recommended for funding” (only
infrastructure projects included!), since their description might
be improved;

o

Rail Freight Corridor RFC ScanMed Implementation Plan of November
2015

o

National transport plans / Operational Programmes Transport

•

Contacting stakeholders for validation/completion of project data according
coordinated responsibilities for data gathering by corridor / project category

•

Coordination and data exchange with other corridors

The 2014-Study results were available by the consultants.1
The 2014-CEF Transport Call for Proposals - Results were quoted from the “CEF Book”
published by the Commission in July 2015.2
1

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/ten-t-guidelines/corridors/corridor-studies_en.htm
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The RFC ScanMed Implementation Plan of November 2015 with its Annex „List of
Projects” (Technical Status: 06.05.2015) was received from RFC Management (Sven
Gjeruldsen, Interim

MD)

on

March

9, 2016. It

could

be clarified

that

the

Implementation Plan includes only infrastructure projects provided by the national
infrastructure managers and that further detailed information are only available at
national IM. The projects are identified by short name, separation by time frame and
country. A first analysis by HaCon to link with CNC ScanMed project list projects was
done. 5 projects could not be associated directly and the national experts have been
asked to clarify this with their national IM. Only 4 RFC ScanMed projects were not yet
included in the CNC list (pending detailed explanation and data from national IM).
For the National transport plans we referred to the latest adopted documents
(implementation plans, laws, investment programmes) of the respective Member
States, Norway and the Operational Programmes Transport for Malta, which is the only
ScanMed country falling under the cohesion umbrella.
Figure 6: Vertical and horizontal development process of Project List

Source: KombiConsult, January 2016

2

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/mission-objectives/publications
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The update procedure of the project list(s) is done in three dimensions:
•

vertical completion = collection of additional projects, or deleting of projects, if
necessary;

•

horizontal completion = completion of data sets per project; and

•

improvement of the data contained in the list already.

In correspondence to the individual coordination agreements with stakeholders for the
check, completion and validation of project data, these two steps are done in one
integrated process.

3.2 Milestones and timelines
The timeline for updating the project list and corresponding documentations and
presentations is summarised in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Timeline for development process of Project List
Date / Period

Process step (milestone)

14.01.2016

Agreement of project list memo by Commission services
= Start of data gathering process

Until 19/02/2016

Phase 1 – vertical completion of project list
•

Gathering of project data by corridor / country / project
category or mode

•

Sharing of projects on shared sections and nodes („shared
projects“);

•

Draft project list by corridor to Commission and Member
States for comments

29/02/2016

Feedback from Commission and Member States (MS)

10/03/2016

Consolidated Report on MS comments to Commission

18/03/2016

Presentation of “Intermediate Report on the Project List” in 7th
Corridor Forum meeting

After 18/03/2016

Phase 2 - vertical and horizontal completion by feedback from
stakeholders to complete the list in both dimensions:
•

Complete data by projects already included

•

Add projects or fine-tuning of projects (bundling/unbundling)

•

Delete projects not relevant any longer

Consulting expert support in continuous updating by:
•

Integrating the RFC ScanMed projects

•

Clearing the list from double counts

•

Harmonizing the data entries

•

Sharing of data for “shared projects”

22/04/2016

Deadline for feedback on the project list from all stakeholders

Until 29/04/2016

Consultants to update the list, incl. sharing of feedback
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Date / Period

Process step (milestone)

29/04/2016

Submission of finalised corridor project lists to Commission and
Member States for final comments by 13/05/2016

13/05/2016

Deadline for feedback on the project list from Member States

In parallel

Consultants drafting the Final Report on the Project List
Consultants to share the
complete the project list

Member

States

comments

and

27/05/2016

First Draft Final Report on the Project List to Commission and
Member States for comments by 10/06/2016

10/06/2016

Deadline for feedback on the draft Report on the Project List

20-22/06/2016

TEN-T Days Rotterdam = Presentation of Final Report on the
Project List in chart format

27/06/2016

Latest Submission of final ‘Final Report on the Project List’ to
Commission services, including “Project Fiches”

Source: KombiConsult/HaCon based on agreements from coordination meeting
between Commission services and all contractors on 14.01.2016 and 03.05.2016 in
Brussels
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4 Evaluation of Corridor Project List 2016
4.1 Presentation of evaluation results
The Project List of the Scandinavian-Mediterranean Core Network Corridor was
finalized on the 17.05.2016 and is evaluated and illustrated in three ways:
•

General evaluation of total corridor project list (see below chapter 4.2)

•

Category specific evaluation of corridor project list (see below chapters 4.3)

•

Contribution of projects to the corridor development, e.g. contribution to KPI
improvements, elimination of bottlenecks, capacity improvements (Task 3
‘Preliminary Report on the Elements of the Work Plan’)

4.2 General evaluation of total corridor project list
The database of projects analysed within the scope of the ScanMed study contains 756
projects of which 211 were de-activated so that finally 543 projects are relevant for
the final List of Projects. The reasons for de-activating projects are, among others:
•

Double entries due to adding projects from different sources, e.g. overlapping
corridors, respective National Plan, CEF-Call result and stakeholder information;

•

Global project and its sub-projects were included both;

•

Projects with a completion date before December 2013;

•

Projects just located in the geography of the corridor, but not in the scope of
the TEN-T and CEF-Regulations.

The following figures and explanations are based on the Final List of Projects compiled
after implementing the Member States comments received by 13.05.2016 and the
relevant 543 projects contained in it.
The final result of the project list demonstrates that it was necessary to agree upon
and implement a methodology to sharing projects on shared sections and nodes. As
the following table indicates about 100 projects are shared with each Orient-East Med
and Northsea-Baltic Corridor, mostly in the nodes of Hamburg and Bremen. There are
also shared projects with Baltic Adriatic and Mediterranean Corridor and - to a lesser
extend - with the other corridors.
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Figure 8: Number of projects shared between ScanMed (SCM) and other CNCs
by category

Rail
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Rail +
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Other
Total
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3
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2
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3
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2

1

1

2

2

99

2
38
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7

4

1

21

2

2
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
One of the tasks was to categorize the projects whether they cover “cross border”,
“last mile” and/or “pre-identified sections and projects”.
According to Regulation (EU) 1315/2013 Article 3 lit (m) “`cross border section´
means the section which ensures the continuity of a project of common interest
between the nearest urban nodes on both sides of the border of two Member States or
between a Member State and a neighbouring country”. Thus we have marked 48
projects that, at a first glance, are fulfilling this criteria. However the exact meaning of
“nearest urban node” is subject to assessment by the European Commission and the
Member States according to the Commission. Twelve (12) out of these projects were
also marked in the “country” column as bilateral projects on direct border crossings
(e.g. DK/DE), although it was sometimes hard to distinguish since the projects are
financed from each State on either side of the border or from one State across border
according to respective State Treaties.
Annex I, Part 1 of the CEF-Regulation defines not only the alignment of the Core
Network Corridors but also the “pre-identified sections including projects” for each of
them. On the basis of that listing consultants have assessed which project may fulfil
this criterion. After implementing the Members States comments as a result 130
projects have been marked accordingly.
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The agreed structure of the project database foresees also to identify “last mile”
projects. The term “last mile” is not explicitly defined in Article 3 of the TEN-T
Regulation. Only consideration reason 30 gives a hint that “last mile” covers “the
comprehensive network in urban nodes, ..., as those nodes are the starting point or
the final destination ("last mile") for passengers and freight moving on the transEuropean transport network and are points of transfer within or between different
transport modes”. As Figure 9 illustrates that is a clearly defined subset of the TEN-T
network infrastructure, namely the comprehensive lines within an urban node.
Unfortunately the professional language is using the term in a different way – thereby
neglecting the focus on the “comprehensive TEN-T network” – and expanding the
scope to the first or last part of a journey which connects the main – or public –
infrastructure with the – eventually private – loading place inside of ports, airports,
freight stations or other .
Figure 9: Definition of “last mile”

„last mile“*

Core Network Corridor

(Core) Urban Node

Core TEN-T Network
Comprehensive TEN-T Network

(Core) (Air-)Port or RRT
Main lines

(Air-)Port lines

Terminal tracks

Physical Network

„last mile“**
* „development the comprensive network within urban nodes … `last mile´“,
according to Regulation (EU) 1315/2013, Reasoning N° 30 and Art. 30
** „last“ or „first“ part linking the respective loading place with the main infrastructure,
according to transport professional language

Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/05/2016
Against that background the marking of projects is quite heterogeneous resulting into
90 projects of that category. A tendency was to mark almost all airport, port and
multimodal projects as “last mile” according to the understanding that they are not
related to the “core sections” but the last or the first leg of a (potential) journey. Thus
the definition is quite different from the one provided in the Regulation. Due to the
heterogeneity we have not included that parameter further in the detailed analysis.
The contract requires from the consultants to record references in the project list
whether an individual project included has been submitted by a stakeholder, or is a
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result of analysis of a relevant national strategic document, or is a result of the
analysis of the sections currently not compliant with the TEN-T requirements, but not
covered by any infrastructure investment planning until 2030.
Given the agreed process of elaborating and developing the project list the initial
referencing made by the consultants became a little obsolete since both stakeholders
and Member States have finally contributed to updating the data and the result is a
joint elaboration where the original sourcing of data is not relevant any longer and has
been replaced by most recent information from the “project promoters” themselves.
Although the initial marking is maintained in the list, the analysis is not much
meaningful at this stage.
In the following we are providing general overviews, namely:
•

Total number of projects per category

•

Total number of projects per country

•

Total number of projects by completion time

•

Total number of projects per cost class

•

Total project costs and approved financing by category

One of the tasks was to categorize the projects according to ten pre-defined
categories which are the infrastructure elements referred to in respective Articles of
the TEN-T Regulation. Figure 10 provides an overview of these categories and the
related Articles.
Figure 10: Selection and definition of project categories

Categories

Infrastructure elements referred to in TEN-T Regulation…

Rail

… Article 11

Rail ERTMS

Projects aiming at development of ERTMS referred to in Article 3(1)

*)

Inland Waterway

… Article 14

**)

Road

… Article 17

Maritime

… Article 20

MoS

Actions referred to in Article 21

Airport

… Article 24

Multimodal

… Article 27

Innovation

Elements referred to in Articles 31 (RIS, IST, VTMIS, SESAR),
32 (Freight services), 33 (New technologies and innovation)

Other

Any other projects, if relevant for the corridor

*)

*) Projects of this type should be identified, however they should not be analysed, as
their added value will be examined within the respective TEN-T horizontal priority;
**) Generally not part of ScanMed corridor analysis.
Source: KombiConsult, status: January 2016
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The projects are not equally distributed over these categories. The majority of projects
are related to rail (138 or 25%), followed by maritime (127, or 23%), road (101, or
19%) and airport (71, or 13%) projects. Motorways of the Sea (MoS), multimodal,
combined “rail + port” or “rail + road” projects as well as innovation and other
projects are less often encountered and represent a subtotal of 20%.
An fictitious case illustrates the challenge of “categorization”: Imagine the project is
about to elevate a rail bridge over a sea canal which is used for both maritime access
for ferries on a MoS route and inland waterway barges access to a core port located
within an urban node where the projects implementation requires innovative traffic
management systems, will also be used to implement ERTMS so that the freight trains
can run with more than 740m train length and passenger trains approaching the
airport can run with higher frequency....
Following the Commission advice that each project should be allocated to only one
category we generally applied the rule to use the classical infrastructure component
(“rail” and “road”) first, although the rail or road might be located in or at a port or
airport. This may explain that these categories show larger number of projects,
although they are also “innovative” or supporting “multimodal” issues eventually.
Figure 11: Total number of corridor projects per category

Number of Projects per Category
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
A few “rail + port” and “rail + road” projects remained in these categories since they
belong to “both” categories very clearly, e.g. the two tunnel/bridge connections
Øresund and Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link which are made of a rail and a road
infrastructure as well as one project in Finland, which upgrades rail and road.
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The next figure visualizes the distribution of the projects on the countries of the
corridor, indicating also the respective border crossing projects and projects which
include two or multiple countries. In most cases the projects are located in single
countries and were marked with that countries acronym, e.g. FI, SE, .... A few
projects are on the direct border crossing section of two neighbouring countries so
that these were marked with a slash (“/”) between the countries acronyms, e.g.
SE/DK, DK/DE, AT/IT,... ). Projects on the territory of two or more countries were
included in the project list by identifying all the countries concerned with the project
leaders country first (if identifiable) and separated by a comma (“,”). With this
procedure we try to categorize the project location geographically but we cannot
mirror the “involvement” of different project promoters, beneficiaries, or (sub-)
contractors’ countries in these projects. With this procedure we apply the same rule
and categorize each project only once. For example there are two Danish “DK”
projects of the category ‘maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail and Port’ although Danish
involvement (partners from Denmark) could be red in nine projects of that category.
Also explained by the length of the corridors in the two countries, Germany and Italy
carry the largest quantity of projects (310, or 58%). The “multiple” country group is
mainly made of projects related to TEN-T and CEF projects, which cover numerous
sites, partners and “horizontal” issues but which are also related to the ScanMed
corridor.
We suggest to discuss and decide whether the “mixed” country categories shall be
maintained and eventually improved by taking in account all projects of the respective
“border crossing section” in the next version of the report in 2017 or whether those
few projects should be displayed in each of the countries or the “multiple” country
column instead.
An argument for maintaining and improving would be to clearly indicate the European
value added of those “cross border” projects while the counterargument is that they
are located on the territory and included in the budgets of single States with their
respective share of costs.
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Figure 12: Total number of corridor projects per country
Number of Projects per Country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
The following Figure illustrates the same information but adds the project categories.
Figure 13: Total number of corridor projects by country and category
Number of Projects by Countries and Categories
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
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The present list of projects includes projects with an expected completion time “end
date” in the years 2014 – 2030 and “beyond 2030”. This time interval was chosen in
order to demonstrate the development of the corridor since the adoption of the TEN-T
and CEF-Regulation in December 2013. For 131 projects (or 24%) no completion date
was provided (“unknown”). For the others a grouping of the completion year into the
clusters was done: “2014/2015” (projects completed since the adoption of the
Regulations and within the present reporting time), “2016 – 2020” (projects to be
completed in the present financing period), two more intervals until 2030 (the target
date for the core network infrastructure to meet the Regulation’s requirements) and
the projects with a said completion date “after 2030”.
From the projects where the end dates are known 47 projects (9%) have already been
completed since by the end of 2015, 227 projects (42%) are supposed to be
completed by 2020 and 138 projects (25%) are completed after that.
Figure 14: Total number of corridor projects by completion time cluster
Number of Projects by Completion Time Cluster
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
From the total of 543 projects 94 (or 17%) did not provide a total cost figure. The
others were grouped according to the total costs into different cost classes ranging
from small to large projects. The majority of projects (185 or 34%) are ranging
between €10m and €100m, 87 (or 16%) are in the class of €1m to €10m and another
89 (16%) in the class of €100m to €500m. 31 projects (6%) are in the cost class
between €500m and €1bn while 42 are costing more than €1bn.
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Figure 15: Total number of corridor projects by cost cluster
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The following Figure illustrates the same information but adds the project categories.
Figure 16: Total number of projects per total costs cluster and category
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Until now we have evaluated the project database by the number of projects in
relation with the relevant criteria (category, country, time cluster, cost class). Now we
change to including the cost figures for these projects.
From the total of 543 projects 94 (or 18%) did not provide a total cost figure.
Sometimes the maturity does not allow to give a clear figure, sometimes it is just not
there (“unknown”). For those projects which provided a cost figure the cumulated total
costs are €172 017m (or €172bn).
Like the number of projects also the costs are not equally distributed over the
categories. The majority of project costs are related to rail (€94bn or 55%), followed
by road (€33.8bn, 20%), airport (€11.7bn, or 7%), Rail ERTMS (€10.0bn, or 6%),
maritime (€8.8bn, or 5%) and “rail + road” (€7.2bn, or 4%). Other categories of
projects such as Motorways of the Sea (MoS), multimodal, combined “rail + port”
projects as well as innovation and other projects make a smaller share of €4.1bn or
less than 4%of the total costs recorded.
Figure 17: Total project cost in million € by category

Total Cost by Category
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
The next figure visualizes the distribution of the projects’ costs on the countries of the
corridor, indicating also the respective border crossing projects and projects which
include two or multiple countries even outside of the corridor. Also explained by the
length of the corridors and eventually the status of the present infrastructure Italy has
proposed projects with by far the highest total costs (€66.1bn or 38%). The next
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largest cost are on territory of Germany (€36.4bn, or 21%), Sweden (€23.6bn, or
14%), Norway (€8.8bn, or 5%) and Finland (€8.2bn, or 5%) or by companies located
in these countries. The share of Denmark including their part of the DK/DE section is
€14.8m or 9%), the one of Austria including Brenner base Tunnel €12.4bn or 8% and
Malta contributes with €0.258m. Again, the “multiple” country group is mainly made of
projects related to TEN-T and CEF projects which compose of multiple countries and
beneficiaries but which are also related to the ScanMed corridor. They are worth
€1.3bn.
Figure 18: Total project cost in million € by country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
If we group the project costs by completion time clusters, projects worth €12.8bn
(7%) have already been completed by the end of 2015. Projects valuing €44.2bn
(26%) are supposed to be completed by 2020 and another €89,0bn (52%) are
recorded for projects completed after that. For projects worth €25.9bn the end date is
“not known”.
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Figure 19: Total project cost in million € by completion time cluster
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The following figure displays the same results but adds the project category.
Figure 20: Total project cost in million € by completion time cluster and
category
Total Cost by Completion Time Cluster and Category
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The following table provides an overview on the length of the corridor (respective
length of rail lines and roads added), the number of corresponding projects (rail and
road projects added) and their costs.
Figure 21: Share of corridor rail and road length, projects and project costs
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The table illustrates that the respective shares of corridor length, projects and their
costs are not synchronized. For Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Austria and Malta the
share in number of projects is higher than the respective corridor share, while in
Germany and Italy the quantity of projects is less than their corridor share would have
determined. If we analyse the cost share for Finland and Sweden the share are almost
equivalent to the corridor share, while for Norway, Denmark, Austria, Italy and Malta
the costs are higher and for Germany they are lower than the corridor share on these
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territories. In Germany the maturity of infrastructure requires improved maintenance
and repair rather than new built infrastructure for many sections of the network.
As a further evaluation of the data included in the database a survey of the total cost
by category and the financing is provided. From the project worth €172.0bn of total
costs, the different forms of finance sources was completed amounting to €100.7bn
which means that for 59% of the costs financing sources are targeted and included in
the database after comment by Member States and consultants update. For projects
equalling costs of €84.9bn, which means almost 50% of the total costs or 84% of the
financed projects, the financing was marked to be already “approved”.
The share of the different project categories with respect to level of finance is shown
in the next figure.
Figure 22: Total projects costs and approved financing in million € by
category

Total Cost, Financing provided and approved
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
If we display the same information and add the type of finance where the stakeholders
were asked to complete whether the source was “state budget”, “regional/local
budget”, “European Union budget”, “International Financial Institutions”, “private” or
“other” by project categories we derive the following picture:
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Figure 23: Total projects costs and approved financing in million € by
category

Total Costs and Financing Sources by Category
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
The bulk of rail and rail ERTMS projects are financed from state. The “Danish model”
with private loans and state guarantees comes along with the “Rail+Road” project
Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link. The European Union co-finance currently included in the
project list is not yet visible despite for the rail projects, which shows the Unions clear
political targets.
If we display the same information by countries we derive the following picture:
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Figure 24: Total projects costs and approved financing in million € by country
Total Costs and Financing Sources by Country
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Austria, Denmark, Sweden and the Danish/German cross border project show the
highest share of projects costs which are already financed, meaning that financial
sources and figures are approved. 3 Germany and Norway show moderate share,
where in particular the German private sector projects have not provided their finance
details, yet. Italy and Malta are invited to improve the financial data with the next
update of the project list eventually.

If we finally display the share of the different financing sources which are presently
indicated in the project list we arrive at the following picture: By far the largest
finance has not been indicated (“open”; €87.1 or 51%), or is the “State”-Budget
(€73.1bn or 42%). All other sources, including the EU finance provided in the
database at present stage is marginal compared with the previous sources.
The large number of not indicated or not yet approved finance may be explained by
the size of projects and their duration as well the complexity of that issue. After the
advice of the Commission to bundle projects to “global projects” rather than
presenting their subprojects or “lots” the total finance may be shifted from “approved”
(for the first lots) to “open” for the entire projects since the later lots are not entirely
financed at the reporting time.

3

The figures provided for Austrian projects seem to display that they are “over financed” but this is due to
the law that request to include a possible price increase already in the financing.
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Figure 25: Total projects costs and approved financing in million € by source

Summe von
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 13/06/2016
The analysis of the project parameter “project with potential revenues” which was
meant to assist in supporting the identification of projects which are worth to consider
“innovative financial instruments” rather than or at least in addition to the classical
“grant finance” shows that currently 86 projects have received a mark. In detail quite
different projects are listed here: several road, airport and port projects but also rail
projects. This demonstrated the completion of the finance parameters was not easy
for the consultants or the project promoters do not want to loose access to potential
grant/EU finance by indicating that their projects are totally financed.

4.3 Category specific evaluation of corridor project list
In the following chapter we are providing a more detailed analysis of the Project List
by category and the items
•

Number of projects per country

•

Number of projects by completion time

•

Number of projects per cost class

•

Project costs and approved financing

Further analysis reflects upon:
•

Scope of work

•

Highlighting key projects or key geographical areas

•

Overlapping projects with other corridors

•

Projects belonging to cross-border-sections and/or last-mile sections
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4.3.1 ‘Rail’ / ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects [HaCon]
The following analyses refer to rail projects exclusively and not to ERTMS projects.
According to the Terms of Reference, “projects of this type [ERTMS] should be
identified, however they should not be analysed, as their added value will be
examined within the framework of the TEN-T horizontal priority ERTMS”. Nevertheless,
some of the Rail projects, especially large-scale upgrades and new constructions, often
include ERMTS implementation as well.
By mid of May 2016, the Scan–Med project list contains 138 rail projects, compared to
147 in the 2014 list. This difference consists on one hand of projects that have been
eliminated due to finalisation before 2014 or other reasons (e.g. stated as not relevant
anymore by Member States or merged with other projects). On the other hand,
additional projects have been stated by the stakeholders or incorporated through
overlapping sections with other corridors.
As Figure 26 points out, nearly one-third (absolute number: 44) of the Scan–Med rail
projects are located in Italy. The other corridor countries provide between eight
(Denmark and Austria) and 29 (Sweden) projects. One “common” project is allotted to
the upgrade of the cross-border section between Denmark and Germany, Norway and
Sweden and two projects between Austria and Italy. No rail projects have been
provided for Norway.
Figure 26: ‘Rail’ / ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects per country
Number of Projects by Countries and Categories
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 17/05/2016
Beyond the pure country related allocation, the project list provides some further
relevant statistics about the location of the projects:
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•

More than a quarter of the rail projects (31 out of 139) are located on common
sections with at least one other corridor. Particularly the North Sea-Baltic (23
projects) and the Orient East-Med corridor (14 projects) show common projects
with the ScanMed corridor. In addition, also the Rhine-Danube, the RhineAlpine, the Mediterranean, the Baltic-Adriatic and the Atlantic corridor share
some projects with the ScanMed corridor.

•

In turn, 108 (out of 138) rail projects are located on the ScanMed corridor
exclusively.

•

18 rail projects (13 %) are located on cross-border sections, ensuring “the
continuity of a project of common interest … on both sides of the border”
(Regulation 1315/2013).

•

A part of the rail projects is directly connected to the urban nodes on the
corridor. These projects are analysed and described in detail within the report
“Preliminary report on the elements of the Work Plan”.

Figure 27 provides an overview on the number of rail projects assigned to the
envisaged timeframe of finalisation. It is evident that the majority of projects is
expected to be concluded by 2025.
•

10 rail projects (7.2 %) have already been finalised since the last version of the
work plan. These “actions already accomplished” are further analysed within
the report “Preliminary report on the elements of the Work Plan”;

•

45 additional projects shall be realised within the upcoming five years. This

•

Until 2025, 86 projects (62 %) shall be concluded;

•

Until 2030, 102 projects (73 %) will be finalised according to the current status

means that 40 % of all rail projects will be finalised until 2020;

of information;
•

Only three rail projects have been stated to be finished after 2030; these are:
Southern access line to Brenner Fortezza – Verona, Bari railway node – north
and Upgrade section Salerno - Reggio Calabria; On the southern access to the
Brenner corridor the section Fortezza/Franzenfeste – Ponte Gardena/Waidbruck
(“Lotto 1”) is planned to be completed well before 2030, namely with the
planned opening of the Brenner Basetunnel in 2026 so that the critical section
is Ponte Gardena – Verona.

•

For 34 projects (24 %) no information about the finalisation has been provided
or the end date has been declared as “open” or “unknown”.
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Figure 27: ‘Rail’ / ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects by completion time
Number of Projects by Completion Time Cluster and Category
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The information item “scope of work”, which has been captured in the project list,
describes the final goal of the project and the purpose of the budget. In this sense,
nine (out of 138) projects deal with the pure elaboration of a study without
subsequent works, at least not within the same project timeframe and budget.
The vast majority of the projects (125 = 90 %) are matter of infrastructure works of
different development stages (rehabilitation, upgrade or new construction). Most of
these projects (95) have been assigned to “upgrade” measures, in 52 cases new
construction works are foreseen and 5 projects deal with rehabilitation actions. Many
projects consist or several infrastructure work types (e.g. rehabilitation + upgrade),
especially within large-scale projects with respective high investment volume.
Looking exclusively at the pure numbers of projects obscures the fact that the scope
of (particularly rail) projects varies considerably – between studies for a single issue
with limited scope on one hand and large infrastructure projects covering all kinds of
implementation phases on the other hand. In some cases, several implementation
stages have been indicated as separate projects (and therefore counted separately),
whereas in other cases these construction stages were aggregated to one entire
(large-scale) project.
These interrelations become visible when looking at the projects’ costs. The total costs
of all rail projects on the ScanMed corridor amounts to 94 bn EUR, covering a huge
range from 0.2 Mio EUR to almost 7.4 bn EUR per project. On average, the budget per
project amounts to 676 Mio EUR;
As Figure 28 visualises, the majority of projects is assigned to the cost classes €10m€100m and €100m-€500m. Compared to all ScanMed projects, it is evident that rail
projects rather represent higher cost classes. For eighteen rail projects, no information
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on costs is available. In these cases, costs were stated to be “unknown” or no
information at all was provided.
Figure 28: ‘Rail’ / ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects per cost class
Number of Projects by Cost Classes and Categories
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The lion’s share of these costs is assigned to Italian rail projects, followed by Germany
and Sweden.
Referring the total costs per country to the respective number of projects provides an
indicator about the size and the scope of the projects. In this respect, Austria/Italy
shows by far the highest value with €3 683m/project (Brenner Base Tunnel), followed
by Norway with €1 825m/project.
Another specific figure that facilitates comparison of cost figures are the project costs
per (rail) corridor network-km and country. This is useful as the ScanMed corridor
includes large corridor network parts (Germany, Italy) as well as smaller ones
(Austria, Norway). For the entire ScanMed rail network, the specific project costs
amount to €11.1m per km. Germany and Sweden show low or average figures,
resulting from high project costs referred to a large network (Germany, €6.06m per
km) respectively from a lower cost figure referred to a mid-sized corridor network
(Sweden, €9.88m per km).The highest figures can be found in Norway (€43.2m per
km) and Austria (€30.12m per km) given the type of project (new built lines in
tunnels) and the challenging geography (mountain, area, geography, environmental
sensitivities). The values of the other countries are all in the range between 8
(Finland) and €13m (Italy) per km.
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Figure 29: ‘Rail’ / ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects costs in million € per country
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The difference between the project costs and the approved funding theoretically
represents the need for further financing issues. “Theoretically” means that in some
cases of the current project list, funding might be have been available, but not been
indicated properly. Thus, the following analysis should be understood as “worst case”
for additional funding needs.
Methodically, the comparison between project costs and available funding must
exclude the projects that were finalised in 2014/2015, as these projects have been
completely financed (otherwise they could not have been concluded). Thus, 129 rail
projects have been incorporated into the calculation.
These “planned” rail projects represent €94.1bn total costs and €55.0bn of finance
that has explicitly been stated as “approved”, which results in a financing rate of
58 %, see Figure 30. From the planned €9.9bn of ERTMS project volume almost
€6.1bn are financed.
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Figure 30: ‘Rail’ and ‘Rail ERTMS’ projects costs and finance in million €
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4.3.2 ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects [RAMBÖLL]
The project database of the ScanMed corridor includes 101 projects of the category
‘Road’, and 3 of the category ‘Rail + Road’. The category ‘Rail + Road’ includes
construction of the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link (DE/DK) and road infrastructure works
linked to the “Kouvola RRT” (FI). The third project is a Swedish/Danish study
concerning possible future congestion on the Öresund Link and mitigation measures
which may require both rail and road investments.
The database identifies nine projects as cross border, mainly in connection to Brenner,
Fehmarn Belt, Öresund and Finnish-Russian border. Only four projects are defined as
‘last-mile’ (three in Finland and one in Denmark).
37 projects, or 36%, are located in Germany while 40% of the projects are located in
Italy (16 projects), Sweden (15 projects) and Austria (11 projects). The number of
projects in Finland, Denmark and Malta are 7, 6 and 5 respectively.
Seven projects in the database are located in two or more countries. Three of these
consists of infrastructure works (Kiefersfelden, Kufstein and Fehmarn), two of ITS and
one of charging stations for e-mobility. One project is a study on possible future
capacity limitations.
Eight of the projects are overlapping two or more corridors. These are located in
Hamburg, Bologna, Malchow - Waren (Müritz) and Helsinki. A German national
program for development of alternative fuels is formulated as one project but is
connected to five of the core network corridors.
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Figure 31: ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects per country
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Since the adoption of the TEN-T regulation in 2013, 10 projects have been completed.
38 projects are planned to be completed at 2020 and 20 until 2025. Further 4
projects, including all 3 road + rail-projects, are planned to be completed until 2030.
For 32 projects the time frame is not known.
Figure 32: ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects by completion time cluster
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The cost is known for 98 of 104 projects. 54 projects are in the cost class <€100m, 24
in cost class >€100m – €500m and 11 in cost class >€500m – €1 000m. 9 projects is
in cost class >€1 000m.
The Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link, which is a rail and road project, is the largest project
with a cost estimated to more than €7 000m. Other larger projects are "Variante di
valico" between Firenze and Bologna (€4 003m), motorway E4 Stockholm Bypass
(€3 500m) and Motorway Brennero - La Spezia (€2 731m).
Figure 33: ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects per cost class
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The known cost for categories ‘Road’ and ‘Road + Rail’ amounts to €40 990m, whereof
Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link stands for 17% of the known cost for the actual categories.
The four largest projects stands for a cumulative share 42% of the known costs.
The highest amount of estimated investments, apart from the Fehmarn Belt Fixed
Link, are found in Italy (€13 589m) followed by Germany (€10 364m) and Sweden
(€7 112m). Planned investments in both Finland and Denmark is estimated to around
€1 300m each. The costs of the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link displayed as for the border
crossing section ‘DK/DE’ although they are taken by Denmark according to the State
Treaty between Germany and Denmark. The Austrian ‘road’ projects are expected to
cost €0.135m while the Maltese are about €0.75m.
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Figure 34: ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects costs in million € per country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 17/05/2016
For the category ‘Rail + Road’ almost all costs are approved. These costs are
estimated for infrastructure works for the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link. For category ‘Road’
the total cost is estimated to €33 765m, whereof financing figure is provided for
€13 835m. €11 368m are approved.
Figure 35: ‘Road’ and ‘Rail + Road’ projects costs and finance in million €
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If we are analysing the scope of work – where the database allowed for multi-selection
– we encounter that the projects compose of studies (53x), infrastructure works –
rehabilitation (12x), infrastructure works – upgrade (53x), infrastructure works – new
construction (32x). clean fuels (3x), administrative procedures (1x), telematic
applications with respect to TEN-T-Regulation Article 31 (19x) and improved services
with respect to TEN-T Regulation Article 32 (2x).
4.3.3

‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail + Port’ projects [UNICONSULT]

127 projects of the category “Maritime”, 36 projects of the category “MoS” and 6
projects of the category “Rail + Port” are included in the project database of the
ScanMed corridor. These 168 projects are widely spread over the entire corridor
exempt the landlocked country Austria. However, most of the projects are either
located in Germany (54 projects) or in Italy (47 projects). 27 projects are located in
multiple countries and 2 projects are situated in two countries (amongst 1 project
both in Italy and in Malta as well as 1 project both in Finland and in Sweden). Another
22 projects of the above mentioned categories are located in Malta. The remaining 16
projects are located in Finland (6 projects), Sweden (8 projects) and Denmark (2
projects). The distribution per country is depicted in the figure below.
Figure 36: ‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail+Port’ projects per country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 25/05/2016
More than 13% of the 168 projects (22 projects) have been completed since the
adoption of the TEN-T regulation in 2013. Almost the half (44%) of the projects (73
projects) is expected to be completed until the year 2020. Within the period 2021July 2016
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2025 another 8% (13 projects) and within the period 2026-2030 further 2% (22
projects) will be completed. For the remaining 21% (35) the timeframe for the
completion is not known.
Figure 37: ‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail+Port’ projects by completion time
cluster
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 25/05/2016
The total costs are unknown for 38 projects. In most of these cases, the expected
completion time is either unknown as well or the completion is foreseen for the end of
the year 2030 or even later. Hence, it is not surprising that the costs are not known
yet. The need for their future realisation has been identified by the responsible
stakeholders and project promoters. But the projects have not been planned
sufficiently yet to estimate the costs reliably.
With regard to the remaining 130 projects it is noteworthy that more than 60% (80
projects) of these projects have estimated costs in the range between €10m and
€100m. 22 projects cost less than €10m each. For one of these projects the costs
have been roughly estimated at €1m and have to be concretised in the future.
Further 17 projects are in the range of costs between €100m and €500m. Almost half
(8 projects) of the projects belonging to this category are located in the German port
of Hamburg. Most of them are essential for the future functionality of the ScanMed
corridor’s biggest port, amongst the deepening of the river Elbe, the new Construction
of bridges within the port as well as the preparation of docks and terminal
superstructure for the new generation of Ultra Large Container Vessels.
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Two projects with estimated costs between €100m and €500m are located in the
Swedish Port of Stockholm. These are the project Värtahamnen and the construction
of a new container and RoRo port at Nynäshamn/ Stockholm Norvik.
Furthermore, 4 projects of the MoS category also belong to the cost category between
€100m and €500m. All of them were funded essentially by the EU as they represent
former TEN-T projects.
The three remaining projects of the cost category in the range between €100m and
€500m are located in the Italian ports of Livorno, Augusta and Taranto.
Two identified projects in the Italian ports of Livorno and Naples fall under the
category of costs in the range between €500m and €1,000m.
The most expensive project is located in the Finish port of Helsinki. The Improvement
of the maritime access of Vuosaari harbour will cost more than €1,000m.
Figure 38: ‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail+Port’ projects per cost class
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Figure 39: ‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail+Port’ projects costs in million € per
country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 25/05/2016
The improvement of the maritime access of Vuosaari harbour stands for more than
80% of all the Finish costs on projects of the categories “maritime”, “MoS” and “Rail +
Port”. Finland represents the country with the third largest expenses on these kind of
projects along the ScanMed corridor.
The estimated costs of the German projects which fall under the categories
“maritime”, “MoS” and “Rail + Port” are in total €3,235m. This amount is only
exceeded by the Italian ports. The total of all Italian ports is €3,269m.
The figure below depicts in detail how the costs for projects of the categories
“maritime”, “MoS” and “Rail + Port” are spread over the countries along the ScanMed
corridor.
It is noteworthy that only for some projects of the categories “maritime”, “MoS” and
“Rail + Port” costs are approved. In many cases the financing is either ‘potential’ or
‘not known’ at all.
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Figure 40: ‘Maritime’, ‘MoS’ and ‘Rail+Port’projects costs and finance in
million €
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Since the respective nodes of the core network corridor are shared between CNC some
of the projects located in the ScanMed corridor are also affecting other corridors such
as Helsinki with NSB, Trelleborg (BAC), Hamburg (NSB and OEM) and Rostock (OEM).
4.3.4 ‘Airport’ projects [GruppoCLAS]
The project database of the ScanMed corridor includes 71 projects of the category
“airport”, 30 of which are located in Germany, 22 in Italy, 8 in Malta. Three projects
are in Sweden, while Finland and Denmark reported two projects each, one in Norway.
Concerning the remaining three, two are related to Italy and Malta together (upgrade
of the current communication infrastructure between the two countries, and the
replacement of the old primary radar in Malta), while the last one is located in Malta
and Greece enhancing the communication, navigation and surveillance coverage over
the Central to East Mediterranean area.
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Figure 41: ‘Airport’ projects per country
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Four projects have been completed since the adoption of the TEN-T Regulation in
December 2013, namely the study for a new railway connection to the Munich Airport
and

three

projects

located

at

the

Malta

international

airport

(two

taxiways

rehabilitation and a terminal concourse enlargement).
The most part of the projects (39) is expected to be completed until 2020, while 8 will
be completed in the timeframe 2021-2025, three between 2026 and 2030, and one
after 2030 (Fiumicino North Masterplan in Italy, including the construction of a new
terminal and the fifth runway). The completion timeframe for the remaining 16 is
unknown.
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Figure 42: ‘Airport’ projects by completion time cluster
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Most of the projects (20) whose costs are known are in the group between €1M and
€10m, while 14 will cost between €10m and €100m. The cost of 5 projects is in the
cost class >€100 to €500m, while 2 will cost between €500 and €1 000m.
The four largest projects costing more than €1 000m are located in Rome Fiumicino
(South, €1 393m and Masterplan North, nearly €4 803m), one in Oslo (€1 500m and
one in Stockholm (€1 072m). The cost of the remaining 19 projects is unknown.
Figure 43: ‘Airport’ projects per cost class
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The next figure illustrates the distribution of the ‘known’ costs of around €11 724m
between the six corridor countries concerned with the highest amount located on Italy
(€6 892m), followed by Norway (€1 500m), Germany (€1 177m), Sweden (€1 082m),
Finland. Projects located in Malta (€18m), Malta/Italy (€4m) and multiple countries
(€1m) report significantly lower costs. Airports of Roma and Oslo explain most part of
the costs attributed to their respective countries, while concerning Germany a higher
number of airports is involved (Berlin, Bremen, Leipzig-Halle, München, Hannover).
Figure 44: ‘Airport’ projects costs in million € per country
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Source: KombiConsult, status: 17/05/2016
Looking at the costs and finance figures, the total known costs for airport projects
(€11 724m) correspond to provided financing figures up to €3 261m, while approved
resources are 15,6% of the total needs, corresponding to €1 829m.
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Figure 45: ‘Airport’ projects costs and finance in million €
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If we are analysing the scope of work – where the database allowed for multi-selection
– we encounter that the projects compose of studies (30x), infrastructure works –
rehabilitation (16x), infrastructure works – upgrade (23x), infrastructure works – new
construction (38x), Clean Fuels (1x, environmental mitigation measures in Naples),
administrative procedures (4x, 2 in Naples and 2 in Leipzig), telematic applications
with respect to TEN-T-Regulation Article 31 (8x) and Sustainable freight transport
services according Reg. 1315, Article 32 (2 in Helsinki).
Since the respective nodes of the core network corridor are shared between CNC also
some of the projects located in the ScanMed corridor are also affecting other corridors,
in particular corresponding to the airports located in the northern part of the corridor:
Helsinki (NSB), Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg and Hannover (NSB and OEM), Leipzig
(OEM), München (RD), Bologna (BAC and Med).
4.3.5

‘Multimodal’ projects [KombiConsult]

The project database of the ScanMed corridor includes 33 projects of the category
‘multimodal’. Two of which are on passenger transport, namely the “long distance
commuting” project in Helsinki and the surrounding Regions and the “enhanced and
developed multimodal personal transport in the urban node of Norrköping” in Sweden.
while the other 31 projects are on freight, mostly intermodal transport, in particular
on Rail-Road terminals. Seventeen of these projects are located in Italy, eight in
Germany, each two in Finland, Sweden and Denmark. No projects are reported for the
Norwegian RRT. Austria and Malta have no RRT on the corridor. Thirteen of the
seventeen Italian projects are located in the node of Verona so that they might be
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clustered in one or fewer larger projects, but the stakeholders preferred to present
them by subject given the different scope, partnership and finance. Also the two
Finnish projects are both linked to the ‘Kouvola RRT’, namely the development of the
site and its open access. Consequently one can conclude that the 31 projects will be
used for upgrading or new building of 14 intermodal terminals. Four projects are
“placeholders” for reaching compliance with respect to the required targets in all
remaining (corridor) terminals in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Italy.
Figure 46: ‘Multimodal’ projects per country
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Only two of the 33 projects have been completed already in the two years since the
adoption of the TEN-T Regulation in December 2013, namely projects in Lübeck and
München-Riem. Seventeen projects are planned to be completed until 2020, further
three until 2025 and five until 2030. For six of the 33 projects the completion time
frame is ‘not known’. These are: Kouvola (open access and intermodality), Älmhult
Freight Terminal (further expansion), Verona (new freight terminal 750m) and Verona
(OCR, LED, panels).
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Figure 47: ‘Multimodal’ projects by completion time cluster
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Analysing the cost of the respective projects which are known for 12 of 33 projects,
the three largest projects are located in Hannover (Megahub, €138m), Lübeck (2nd
module, €50m) and Kouvola (€45m) respectively. Eight projects are in the cost class
of >€10 to €100m and eight are in the cost class >€1 to €10m.
Figure 48: ‘Multimodal’ projects per cost class
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The next figure illustrates the distribution of the ‘known’ costs of around €400m
between the five corridor countries concerned with the highest amount located on
German territory (€195m), followed by Italy (€130m), Finland (€52m), Denmark
(€19m) and Sweden (€2m). The distribution can only partly be explained by the
maturity of the projects and the terminal infrastructure in the corridor since too many
project costs are “not known”.
Figure 49: ‘Multimodal’ projects costs in million € per country
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The latter finding can also be supported by the next figure which presents that for
projects worth €246m financial resources of €191m or 47% are “approved”. Thus it
remains are general task of the Coordination process and with respect to updating the
project list in the year 2017 to encourage the stakeholders to submit information of
the financing.
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Figure 50: ‘Multimodal’ projects costs and finance in million €
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If we are analysing the scope of work – where the database allowed for multi-selection
– we encounter that the projects compose of studies (14x), infrastructure works –
upgrade (11x), infrastructure works – new construction (12x) and administrative
procedures (2x, namely Kouvola and Norrköping), telematic applications with respect
to TEN-T-Regulation Article 31 (7x) and improved services with respect to TEN-T
Regulation Article 32 (5x).
Since the respective nodes of the core network corridor are shared between CNC also
some of the projects located in the ScanMed corridor are also affecting other corridors
such as Helsinki with NSB, Hamburg and Hannover (NSB and OEM), Leipzig (OEM),
München with RD, Bologna with BAC and Verona with Med.
4.3.6

‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects [KombiConsult]

The project database of the ScanMed corridor includes 21 projects of the categories
“innovation” and “other”. Eight projects of the category “other” have been proposed
by the Italian Ministry of Transport for metro rail projects in the urban nodes of
Bologna, Roma, Napoli and Bari, while two “other” projects have been proposed by a
private company and are said to deliver “environmental and safety improvements in
the single European Secure Air-Cargo Space (EUROSKY)” and “safety improvements
(CORE)” in the global supply chain. The other 11 “innovation” cover a variety of
projects of which three are located in Finland, two in Germany and one Italy while 5
have multiple stakeholder participation from along and beyond the ScanMed corridor:
DE, DK, SE (GREAT-project), DE, IT, NL (URSA MAJOR 2), IT, DE (LNG ScanMed
Masterplan), IT, ES, ... (“Digital Single Market in the Mediterranean – DIGIMED”), IT,
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SE, FI, ... (EU ITS Platform). No such projects are reported for Denmark, Norway,
Austria and Malta.
Figure 51: ‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects per country
Number of Projects by Countries and Categories
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For eight of the projects, namely the “small-scale liquefication and supply facility for
liquefied biogas” of HGM Energy, the “ITS interventions on road network” by ANAS in
Italy and six of the eight metro rail projects the completion time is not known, while
all other projects are planned to be completed until 2020.
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Figure 52: ‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects by completion time cluster
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Analysing the cost of the respective projects which are known for 20 of 21 projects,
the seven largest projects are Napoli Metro Line 1: Completion of the section Dante Garibaldi - Centro Direzionale and upgrading and enlargement of the depot
(€1.772bn), Napoli Metro Line: Line 6 - Completion of Mergellina- Municipio section
(€806m), Extension of line B: Rebibbia - Casal Monastero. Road-rail interchange node
in Casal Monastero in Rome (€508m), Napoli Metro Line: Line 6- Completion of Mostra
- Arsenale Section - Deposito Officina Arsenale- 1° and 2° phase (€405m),
Development of the regional and suburban railway system, also including trolleybus
infrastructure development along the main public transport routes and construction of
an underground section between Portomaggiore and Bologna (€372.5m) – a project
shared with the Baltic Adriatic Corridor in the node of Bologna, URSA MAJOR 2
(€92m), “renewal of road, sea and rail traffic control in Finland” (€90m), Smart Port
Energy (€75m), DIGITMED (€62m) and CORE (€48m) respectively. Three projects are
in the cost class >€1m to €10m, twelve projects are in the cost class of >€10m to
€100m, each two are in the succeeding cost classes and one is worth more than €1bn.
HGM Energy did not provide the costs of their project.
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Figure 53: ‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects per cost class
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The next figure illustrates the distribution of the ‘known’ costs of around €4.474bn
between the three corridor countries and multiple countries concerned with the by far
highest amount located on Italian territory (€4.084bn), followed by Finland (€94m)
and Germany (€75m). These figures are less meaningful since costs are shared with
“multiple” countries inside and outside the corridor which make a more detailed
analysis complex.
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Figure 54: ‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects costs in million € per country
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The latter finding can also be supported by the next figure which presents that for
projects worth €4.474bn financial details amounting to €2.109m have been provided
and resources of €1.285bn are already “approved”. Against the short realisation time
frame of these projects (2016-2020) this financial commitment of the stakeholders is
to be improved.
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Figure 55: ‘Innovation’ and ‘other’ projects costs and finance in million €
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If we are analysing the scope of work – where the database allowed for multi-selection
– we encounter that the projects compose of studies (9x), infrastructure works –
rehabilitation (1x, namely traffic control in Finland), infrastructure works – upgrade
(2x, Smart Port Hamburg, Development of the regional and suburban railway system
in Bologna), infrastructure works – new construction (7x, namely the Italian urban
nodes

metro

rail

projects),

clean

fuels

(3x),

administrative

procedures

(1x,

DIGITMED), telematic applications with respect to TEN-T-Regulation Article 31 (9x)
and improved services with respect to TEN-T Regulation Article 32 (2x, URSA MAJOR
2, DIGIMED).
Most projects are shared with at least one other Core Network Corridor or their
geographic scope goes even beyond the corridors.
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5 Conclusions and recommendations
The approach chosen for the completion of the Project List started with the list
resulting from the 2014-Study, was improved by analysis of clearly defined sources
and involved the stakeholders, Member States and Norway in a stepwise consultation
process to complete the agreed parameters by mid May 2016. This 2016-List of
Projects made a considerable step forward in all three dimensions: more parameters,
more projects and better data for each of the fields of the database.
It is nevertheless worth to note that several information were not available from public
sources or not provided by the project promoters since they are subject to a
continuous update process by the stakeholders or by countries themselves. These
procedures are not replaced but accompanied by the Corridor consultation process.
Therefore the Project List can always display only a “present” status summarizing the
currently available information to the best knowledge of the respective contributors
and not a “final” one.
The Final Report on the Project List is nevertheless a “final” report since it reports the
final status of the 2016-List of Projects. The contract between the European
Commission and the contractor consortium foresees to update the List in the year
2017 and to provide an “Updated Report on the Project List” in one year time.
Taking into account the current experience the future update may consider the
following recommendations:
•

Inclusion of the 2015-CEF-Call for Proposals results into the project list;

•

Inclusion of first projects from the EFSI-process;

•

Clear timing with e.g. consultation round project promoters January/February
2017, commenting by Member States and Norway in March/April 2017 and
Reporting by consultants in May/June 2017;

•

One focus could be on “border crossing” projects with the involvement of more
than one country which require a European coordination;

•

Another focus could be on financing information by completing the data fields
for costs, expenditures, finance need, finance options including revenues and
remaining need for future EU budget (beyond 2020).

It is however advisable to continue the corridor approach and sharing with other
corridors since identical projects are applicable on shared sections and shared nodes,
of course.
The technical analysis of the projects with respect to their “contribution” to the
corridor objectives can be seen partly from the “KPI” columns of the project list but
even more if we display the projects towards the missing links, bottlenecks and other
critical issues. That is why the project list is one of the fundaments for the preliminary
“Report on the Elements of the Work Plan”, where the technical update is presented.
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